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Mind the Gap Jessica Whittingham
@wizardbuttsThe year between secondary and post-secondary can be just as educational.

When asking which things scare people

the most, you wait to hear the cliché:

spiders; the dark; lions, tigers, and bears,

OH MY! However, in recent years, when

inquiring the same, young people are

responding much differently than one

would expect. Their response, more

probable than not, tends to be the one,

single decision that virtually shapes the

rest of their lives – the immediate pursuit

of postsecondary education, or the

questionable “Gap Year” off.

In theory, the process which provides the

answer to such a debacle seems quite

simple. Pick a field, apply to a school,

kiss your parents good bye, and be off.

I wish it were only so easy.

Before having graduated high school in

the spring of 2014, I was filled with an

overwhelming sense of promise,

optimism, and excitement in respects to

the glorious life I was surely about to

lead. For a young person confined to the

teenage angst-filled halls of a high

school, the life of a student in the

postsecondary realm seems more than

idealistic; the exact fable I had, too,

believed in.

Eager and seemingly ready, I applied to

several universities focusing mainly on

English-based programs. I waited,

rejoiced as acceptances flooded in, and

jumped at the opportunity to accept an

admission to a school in the bustling

downtown core ofToronto. I believed

with all that I had in me that I was

prepared to leave the comforts of the

home made for me in Brantford, to

explore a new, sprawling metropolis.

All of this, of course, was until I checked

my bank account.

Phase One of the Gap: The Reasoning

Being a student, acquiring funds is

difficult. After taking into account

various extra-curricular activities, family

responsibilities, school work, and time

for relaxation; the idea of employment is

daunting and exhausting. Today, students

are expected to be almost entirely

financially independent, ready to raise

enough money to cover school fees

reaching upwards of $20 thousand (all

due to a federal public funding cut of

nearly $7 billion), whilst also

maintaining a balanced and healthy social

and school life.

In addition to tight scheduling, students

are finding it “nearly impossible” to find

employment in Brant. With job criteria

becoming stricter, individuals without the

high school credential are struggling to

find their place in the workforce, one

student accounting “It took eight months

to finally find a job.” They ended up in

fast food, “something totally unrelated to

the industry” they were seeking to enter.

Despite being lucky enough to have been

laboring for wages fairly early on, I still

found myself struggling along with so

many others. After about a year of

working and studying, I was left with

was a balance of four dollars and sixteen

cents, a two-year phone contract, a

diploma, and a looming thought – I can’t

afford to go to school this year.

For many, the reason may vary, but we

end up with the same thing: a gap year.

Phase Two: Acceptance and the

Experience

After graduation had come and gone,

along with another ofBrantford’s lovely

summers, most graduates were packing

their things to leave and venture forth

into the unknown. I, however, found a

full time position with tear-soaked eyes

and a broken heart. I. Was. Devastated.

For so long, all I had wanted to do was go

to school. Now, against every plan I had

initially made, I was staying home for an

entire year. I could not believe that this

was the decision I had made and quite

frankly, it seemed awful.

Adjusting to working full time instead of

studying proved fairly difficult at first,

mostly due to the fact, I soon realized that

I really hadn’t gotten much of an

opportunity to develop any sense of true

independence in high school. Being

thrust into the workforce full throttle at a

young age really wakes you up – along

with a plethora of other things.

Like many others, I didn’t have much in

the way of real-world experience. I began

seeing a less dream-like side of life,

which was surprisingly refreshing. I

started to realize by speaking to

coworkers, customers, and people I met

in passing that there are so many options

in terms of paths to take after high school

is over. College, the workforce, taking a

less ‘safe’ route in university; these are

things I never had considered before I

began my gap year.

I started to notice a change in myself. I

was making more informed decisions,

even about little things. My gap year was

starting to allow me to experience new

things with fairly few financial burdens

(travel, concerts, festivals), and I was

developing a firm grasp and

understanding ofwhat I truly wanted for

myself, all ofwhich were completely

different than my initial plan.

One young Brantford individual states,

“Taking a year off after high school gives

you so much. I had no idea what I wanted

to do with my life; I had never been

anywhere, I didn’t have the money for

school, and I was overall pretty lost. Now

though, I feel so ready to take on the

world.”

Brantford proved to be an incredible

venue for the gap. With a thriving

downtown core, Laurier students bustling

about, and a wide-range of activities,

failing to find something to do simply

derived from a lack of imagination and

creativity.

Overall, my year off ascertained how

completely unready I was to leave home

and start my life anew in a strange city. It

was a comfort to have stability, support,

and a newfound sense of adulthood

gracing myselfwith its presence.

However, I realized one thing truly. I had

yet to experience life as it is; struggle

with a lot of beauty.

So, instead of “minding the gap”, I say

jump right in.
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BAdvised -

Taryn Crieghton
Tip Top Health Shoppe
304 Colborne Street
519.759.3304
www.tiptophealthshoppe.com

Chris Schmidt
The Colour Shoppe Inc.
41 Morton Avenue East
519.753.3406
www.colourshoppeinc.com

Harry Bazoian
RE/MAX Twin City
Direct: 519.758.6801
Office: 519.756.8111
www.BrantfordBroker.com

Mac Phillpot
Jebbo's Computer Warehouse
20 Clarence Street
519.756.5901
www.jebbo.com
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Deadline for Next Edition: May 25
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Looking for a summer job? Why not start

your own business instead ofworking for

someone else? Besides accomplishing the

main objective ofmaking money over the

summer, when you start your own business

you’ll have the satisfaction of being your

own boss and creating something yourself!

Up to $3,000 in funding is available from

the Ontario Government applications are

being accepted starting Tuesday, January

27, 2015. Deadline is May 08, 2015. Go to

ontario.ca/summercompany to fill out an

application or call Sue at the Brant-

Brantford Resource Centre 519 756-4269

for details.

Am I eligible for Summer Company?

· Between the ages of 15 – 29 as ofApril 1 ,

2015

· A student returning to school full or part

time in the fall of 2015

· Proposing a new start-up business

· Prepared to commit a minimum of 8

consecutive weeks and a minimum of 35

hours per week to the experience

“Imagine being able to build your own

personal robot from a kit, customize its look

and behaviour and control it through your

Android device.

Sounds like science fiction? It’s all possible

thanks to 17-year old Vaughan high school

student Daniel Weisberg. He founded DW

Applications to create and market his

innovative, affordable new product, EzBOT.

It lets you construct a robot that does

whatever you need it to, be it entertainment

or work.

The aspiring engineer says Summer

Company was invaluable in helping him

learn to advertise his robot using different

outlets. His advice for others interested in

starting a tech business? Research the

market to be sure your product stands out

from the competition and ensure that it’s

foolproof before launching it. “Summer

Company showed me that many things are

possible if you’re dedicated and you work

hard,” said Daniel.”

Looking For A Summer Job?

Organize Your Closet Alex Felsky
@alexfelsky Alex FelskyIt's the Spring cleaning season. Time to get organized.

Close your eyes and picture your

closet. If you see a closet so stuffed full

that you dread opening the door every

morning, or you're living out of

laundry baskets, then girlfriend: we

need to talk. You can organize your

closet and change your life with these

steps:

First, start by blocking off a few hours

in your schedule. Next, empty out your

closet completely, placing the contents

on your bed. Trust me on this one.

Emptying your closet is not optional.

Now that the closet is empty sweep or

vacuum up the dust bunnies and wipe

down any shelving.

Now comes the sorting. Have some

large clear plastic bags that will be for

donations and a garbage bag handy.

Pick up one piece at a time and be

honest with yourself. Does it fit? Is it

your current size? Do you like it? Wear

it?

That overpriced cocktail dress you

always feel guilty for never wearing?

Gone. Those sad laundry-day tights

with the holey toes and stretched-out

waistband? Buh-bye. The expensive

jeans that are two sizes too small? Out

you go!

This is an opportunity for self-

reflection, and remember, you're the

one in charge. If you feel any anxiety

bubbling up, acknowledge it but don't

give in to the voice that tells you

maybe someday you'll need that green

belt even though you haven't worn it in

years, or that you can keep that to paint

in (how many paint shirts do you need

when you hire a housepainter anyway?)

or it was a gift (which you never even

liked)!

Word of caution: At this point, your

bedroom will look like a clothing store

exploded. This is normal and to be

expected. Persevere is picking up each

article in your hands and asking

yourself if each item gives you

pleasure or not. If the answer is no,

then thank the item for its service and

let it go to a better home.

Keeping pieces you love right now, not

the ones you loved then, and not the

ones you might love at some

hypothetical time in the future, can be

transformative. I know this because our

clients have told me that it's like

practicing a radical form of self-

acceptance. It’s also a far better way to

ensure that what you do buy lasts a

long time. You'll be surprised at the

number of pieces you can part with

once you see everything laid out in

front of you. And you'll be surprised

how many pieces have mysterious

stains and little holes and buttons

missing that you never got around to

mending. Lost in a crowd of other so-

so items, we are often not compelled to

get them fixed. When one of your

keepers gets a blemish, keeping

everything in prime condition seems

both easier and more important.

Now, put the keepers in the closet and

enjoy having actual honest to goodness

space between each item so you can see

what you've got. It will no longer be a

fight to put away clean clothing and

your days can start off on the right foot.

Now, what to do with those donations?

Their are plenty of local charities

including Nova Vita that gratefully

accept donations of clothing in good

condition to aid women fleeing abusive

situations and homelessness. Nova Vita

has found a clever way to maximize

donations of finer clothing and

accessories by selling them at their

social enterprise Closet Couture

Boutique.

So, not only will your closet be

transformed but you are helping to

change lives too. Now that's a win-win!

Now, repeat at least once a year or at

the time of switching over from one

season to the next. If you need help

with organizing your closet or anything

else, Alex the Organizer would be

happy to help you get organized to live

the life you want!
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Renee VanderHarst
BBBSGE@bbbsge facebook.com/bbbsge

Get Your Tickets!
Contact Richard Robillard

(roby@genzel.ca)
Or Angie Ives (ives3520@gmail.com)

Or visit us on facebook!
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LOL Luvern on Laughs Luvern Mornin
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